Multiple scattering and random interactions among scattering elements and between the scatterers and the background adversely affect the radar image quality and target detection capability. In the radar image, multiple scattering and interactions appear as non-physical scattering centers. A method to improve the performance of radar imaging systems by extracting independent scattering centers is investigated in this study. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is applied to returns of a radar system to extract independent scattering centers based on their non-Gaussianity. As an example, this method of target extraction is implemented in inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging of closelyspaced targets. Results of this study show that the application of this radar signal processing technique has allowed extraction of independent scattering centers which are needed in target detection and identification.
INTRODUCTION
Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) of closely spaced scatterers is limited by the resolution of the interrogating radar system as well as the radar cross-section (RCS) of the separate scatters. The composite RCS, created by the interaction of closely spaced scatterers, can present the radar system with a virtual target which competes for detection sensitivity with the actual targets. The composite RCS can be physically described as the system's response to a multipath return. In certain geometrical circumstances, a large target return may be perceived in a spatial area where a physical target is absent. This is due to the temporal delay induced by an additional path length produced by the random multiple-scattering geometry [1] [2] . For geometrically variant targets, the challenge of consistently distinguishing a single bounce "real" return from a multiple bounce "ghost" return is exacerbated [2] [3] . This paper attempts to present a method for overcoming the misperception of an electromagnetic sensor system, through the use of the statistics of the target return, to distinguish between "real" and "ghost" returns when presented with this physical circumstance. This method involves the application of a well known statistical signal processing technique, Independent Component Analysis (ICA), to electromagnetic scattering data. The results of this study show that it is possible to separate the independent components (e.g. physical scattering centers) of a complex target.
To enable ready visualization of the effect of this approach to scattering center separation, an Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) system is used. For this study, measurements were conducted inside the anechoic chamber at the University of Texas Arlington Wave Scattering Research Center.
BACKGROUND

ISAR BACKGROUND
ISAR image formation is based on the Fourier-transform relationship between scattered fields in k-space and an object's scattering function [4] . Bojarski's identity gives the Fourier transform relationship between scattered field, ( , ) s x y E k k and the object reflectivity function, ( , ) x y Γ , which is related to surface shape of the scattering object [5] . The scattered electric field is a function of a variety of parameters. Some of these parameters, such as frequency and polarization, are set by the radar system. Others, such as the target shape and the material of the object being interrogated, are generally unknown. The scattered field can be measured directly in order to estimate the target properties.
The object reflectivity function, given by inverse Fourier transform of the measured scattered field, gives the user of the imaging system a sense of the object's geometrical parameters.
The mathematical relationship, between the scattered field and an objects reflectivity function, allows one to construct an image of the re-radiating surface of the target through sensing of the scattered field. Through measurement of the scattered field and digital signal processing over a 2 dimensional space-time set we are able to project an image of the object(s) on to a plane. This allows for image creation using scattered microwave fields.
ICA BACKGROUND
The process of recovering independent sources, given only sensor observations which are unknown linear mixtures of the unobserved source signals, belongs to a category of methods known as blind source separation (BSS). In general these methods are used to extract information from mixtures of data for which no a priori knowledge of the nature of the data sources is necessary and only the outputs of the system are observable [6] [7] . Blind source separation methods have been applied across a wide range of applications. The effectivity of these techniques is insensitive to the type of data to which they are applied. Applications ranging from stock market data to brain waves have found utility in BSS methods.
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a well known method for revealing hidden factors embedded in sets of random variables [1] . ICA uses the independence of elements of a mixture to extract valuable information from the mixture. ICA is unique within the realm of BSS methods in that the primary criterion for source separation is the independence of the source data elements of the data mixture [8] . A well known second-order BSS methodology is that of Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA is capable of producing separation based on full statistical independence of the elements of a mixture only if the elements are of Gaussian distribution [9] . First order scattered signals received by a radar system are generally non-Gaussian and therefore PCA is not a well suited solution to the problem of separation of independent scattering centers in radar data [10] . To separate independent non-Gaussian sources, it is necessary to look to statistical signal processing methods based on higher order statistics (HOS) [9] . ICA is a method which belongs to the blind source separation (BSS) class of mathematical techniques and the FastICA algorithm is a particular implementation of the ICA method [11] . Within this study we have employed the use of the FastICA algorithm.
The statistics of the radar return which will be considered are descriptors of the targets' independence. The method for exploiting these statistics employs the use of ICA applied to the radar signals.
For the ICA formulation, we will consider the data generative model:
Where x is an m-dimensional vector of representing an observed mixture, A is a mixing matrix of dimension m x n and s is an n-dimensional vector of independent components.
The FastICA algorithm employs the information theoretic measure of mutual information to determine the transformation matrix which yields the most independent set of transformed components. By definition the minimization of mutual information maximizes the independence of the components. The algorithm uses negentropy as a cost function. Mutual information can be expressed in terms of negentropy using:
Where I is the mutual information for each of the elements of the vector y and the function J represents the negentropy. Negentropy is defined as:
The maximization of negentropy results in the minimization of mutual information between the components of the mixture. To resolve the transformation matrix W that will yield elements of s which are maximized with regard to their independence, we use the relationship (6) and the data based negentropy relationship
Where G is some non-quadratic function and v is a Gaussian variable of zero mean and unit variance. In this particular study the contrast function G was chosen to be the hyperbolic tangent function. This choice was made based on the a priori knowledge that the scattering data is generally super-Gaussian and from experimentation results using a range of contrast functions. In order to maximize negentropy, the FastICA algorithm applies the following optimization problem.
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The optimization problem is applied under the constraint of decorrelation of the variables.
Applying the above optimization problem to the data produces a transformation matrix (W) which can be applied to the data set to extract the embedded independent components from the linear mixture.
RADAR MULTIPATH MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT
A radar return from a target observation in a cluttered environment can be considered to be a mixture of returns from the target due to the interrogating radar wave as well impinging electromagnetic waves presented by scattering from the elements of clutter. This mixture can be described by
Where a 11 is the response of one element of the target scene to impinging signal s 1 , a 12 is the response of the same element of the target scene to impinging signal s 2 and a 21 is the response of the second element of the target scene to impinging signal s 1 and so forth. The transfer functions "a" are dependent on angle, frequency, material and polarization. In radar remote sensing of a single target of interest, ideally there is but a single source of impinging signal energy; however, due to the cluttered environment a plethora of multipath "sources" may exist [12] . The multipath sources are represented in the above formulation by s 2 and s 3. The output of the function x 1 , x 2 , etc. can be considered an observation of the target scene at a look angle 1, look angle 2, etc. This mixture of signal sources presents the radar receiver with a number of false targets, due to the multipath sources, along with the true target. Rigorous mathematical development of the multipath scattering phenomenon is given in [1] and [3] . It is the objective of this study to characterize the true and false targets based on the statistics of their returns.
Standard radar imaging techniques rely on the Born approximation. This approximation fails to account for the cascade of scattering which results from the interaction of multiple scattering centers [13] [3] . The errors associated with this simplified approximation manifest themselves as ghost artifacts within the image of a target scene. Ghost artifacts can make interpretation of a radar image difficult and obscure valuable detail within an image.
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
The results of this study are shown in the following section. It will be shown that the application of ICA to electromagnetic scattering data has promise in providing a method to distinguish between direct scattering from a target of interest and the multipath scattering produced my nearby scattering centers.
Presented below are the results of the application of ICA to ISAR imaging using a complex target containing closely spaced scattering centers. The target set was interrogated using microwaves in 4-8 GHz frequency range with 801 points. The polarization was vertical in both transmission and reception. These measurements were made on the turntable system at in the anechoic chamber of the Wave Scattering Research Center at the University of Texas at Arlington. A single antenna elevation angle of 60 degrees was used and the azimuthal angle was stepped between 0 and 360 degrees in 5 degree increments.
The target set is a comprised of 3 metallic cylinders (copper pipes) placed into a triangular pattern on a common elevation plane and a 4" metallic sphere suspended above the rods by a non-conducting platform. Fig. 1 shows a photo of the first target set.
In order to remove most of the non-target data within the scene, a rectangular time window of 12.5 ns was applied to the data. The window was centered at t = 0. This window served to remove any return data which was not within 6.25 ns of the calibration reference point. For this experiment the calibration reference point used was the same as the sphere in the analyzed target scene.
Time Domain Trenononened Data Window Length = I .2he-0n8 Fig. 2 shows the image formed using standard ISAR processing techniques outlined in the section above. It can be seen in this image that vertices of the triangle, formed by the intersections of the cylinders, present the sensor system with a geometrically invariant target element that produces a single scattering center at each of the vertices. It is suspected that the host of multipath responses created by this "corner reflector," over a wide range of azimuthal angles, has rendered the separate elements indistinguishable. Images of extracted independent components, which were processed using the same standard ISAR technique, will be shown below. All of the images are formed using same time window for each of the different data sets. For this study the FastICA algorithm was employed. In processing the data set, the number of eigenvalues for the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) preprocessing step was limited to six and the number of independent components which were produced by the FastICA algorithm was also limited to six. This choice was based on the magnitude of the eigenvalues presented in the interactive mode of the FastICA algorithm as well as review of experimentation results using a range of values. Further work on the proper choice of these parameters to optimize performance is underway. Of the six independent scattering components extracted the three which best illustrate the concept are presented below. Fig. 4 shows the distinct separation of the scattering centers related to the rod ends at the top of the image. In the original image, the scattering elements related to the edge effect of each the rods at the vertex of the triangle were colluded and indistinguishable. It should also be noted that the remaining multipath, or ghost, elements of the image are due primarily to the "non-extracted" scattering centers.. Fig. 5 shows the effect of the algorithm on the lower right apex. The two previously colluded scattering centers can now be clearly seen. Again, Fig. 7 shows that the statistics of the data associated with this the sixth look angle of this independent component are markedly non-Gaussian.
The last image, Fig. 6 clearly shows the scattering centers associated with the lower right triangle vertex.
These results show that application of the FastICA algorithm, to the radar scattering data, is capable of sufficiently extracting otherwise indistinguishable independent scattering centers. 
CONCLUSIONS
Application of ICA to electromagnetic scattering data has shown promise for extracting independent (physical) scattering centers. ICA has the potential to automate the separation of previously obscured target information. This information may be applied to further enhance automatic target recognition (ATR) and could lead to an expansion of the canonical ATR signatures. Further work is necessary to fully realize the potential of the application of ICA to radar. This work should include the optimization of the preprocessing and proper selection of the quantity of independent components to extract for a given target set.
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